
    

    

  BEST PRACCTICES FOR 

BEST PRACTICES 

 

 

 

Communication is essential for any youth sports team, but it’s absolutely critical for a team that’s as large and 

as spread out as BAC is.  We communicate with our swimmers and families in a variety of ways, and while 

there’s certainly a lot of overlap between the different formats, each also allows for something unique  

 

WEBSITE:  www.badgeraquatics.com should be the first place to check anytime you have a question! 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA:  If you aren’t doing so already, please follow us on our different social media accounts!  

(@SwimBac On Twitter, badger_aquatics on Instagram, Badger Aquatics Swim Club on Facebook.)  The 

content we put out through these platforms is mostly fun stuff like pictures or video from meets and practice 

or content from other social media accounts within the swim world.  One thing that has become a club 

favorite is our Instagram #BAConBreak pics where traveling families have sent in pictures in BAC gear from 

locations all over the globe! 

 

NEWSLETTERS:  Another way that communicate about some of the fun and unique things happening with BAC.  

Besides current events or meets results, these newsletters often contain features like ‘parent education’, 

‘alumni spotlights’, or ‘outside the lanes’ where we celebrate the accomplishments of BACers away from the 

pool deck. 

 

‘MONDAY MEETINGS’:  Not always on a Monday, but our coaches take time each week to meet with the 

swimmers and talk.  As swimmer’s age through our program we expect more responsibility associated with 

the information covered in these meetings, but all of the most important deadlines, etc are also emailed out 

to parents.

 

EMAIL COMMUNICATION:  At BAC we communicate with our families a lot via email.  Some are mass or multi-

group emails that are either written (for upcoming events, news or reminders, etc.) or auto-generated (meets 

that have been posted, sign-up deadlines, etc.).  More important are the weekly emails sent by the lead coach 

of every group.  These generally go out Sunday prior to the start of the week and highlight any changes for 

practice and any upcoming deadlines.  They also celebrate the previous week (especially after a meet) and 

give a rough plan for the week ahead. 

 

CONNECTING WITH A COACH:  Depending on the question or issue, parents can connect with their swimmer’s 

coach either via email or in person.  Knowing that you can connect one on one with your athlete’s coach is 

vital to a swim parent.  However, we can’t have parents interrupting practice instruction with questions for 

the coaches.  We (generally) encourage/require coaches to get to practice 15 minutes before the listed start 

time so that they are visible to parents and available to answer any questions you might have.  Many times, 

coaches are also available after practice as well.  

 

RULE #1 – NEVER HESITATE TO REACH OUT WITH A QUESTION OR ISSUE! 
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